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TELECINE CONVERSION DETECTION FOR 
PROGRESSIVE SCAN PLAYBACK 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

The present application claims priority from Provisional 
US. Patent Application No. 60/585,072 ?led on Jul. 6, 2004, 
and incorporated herein by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to DVD and other types of 
video playback equipment. In particular, the present inven 
tion is directed toWard a method and apparatus for generating 
a progressive scan display image Without artifacts Whenusing 
as source material, a 30 frame per second (FPS) interlaced 
recording of a 24 FPS source material (e. g., motion picture). 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Motion Pictures (movies) are generally provided in a for 
mat of 24 frames per second. Television pictures (e. g., NTSC 
video), on the other hand, are generally broadcast at approxi 
mately 30 frames per second using tWo interlaced ?elds (i.e., 
at a ?eld rate of substantially 60 fps). 

In order to convert a motion picture image to a television 
image, a technique knoWn as TELECINE is used. TELE 
CINE is a process to bring a 24 fps (frames per second) source 
video (usually a movie is shot at that speed) to approximately 
30 fps or approximately 30x2 interlaced ?elds per second. As 
the ratio of television frames to motion picture frames is 
30:24 (or 5:4), one Way to correct for the discrepancy betWeen 
the tWo formats is to repeat every 4”’ frame of the motion 
picture image to provide an equivalent number of frames for 
a television image. HoWever, TELECINE uses a slightly more 
complex technique to achieve this result, in order to reduce 
jerkiness in the image associated With repeating every 4”’ 
frame. 

Since a television image is interlaced, it is possible to 
repeat only a ?eld of one frame With the ?eld of the next 
frame. The averaging effect of old phosphor-screen CRTs 
Would then reduce or eliminate any artifacts. This solution 
Was good for the era of CRT television displays but may not 
be suitable in the modern era of non-interlaced monitors and 
the like. 
As an example, suppose each frame contains tWo inter 

laced ?elds, Which Will be referred to as TOP (T) and BOT 
TOM (B). The tWo ?elds are interlaced, not above or beloW 
one another. The TOP and BOTTOM nomenclature is purely 
as a matter of reference. For a series of ?ve frames, the 
TELECINE scheme may be represented as folloWs: 

FRAME: 

l 2 3 4 5 

TOP FIELD: T1 T1 T2 T3 T4 
BOTTOM FIELD: B1 B2 B3 B3 B4 

Thus, a ?rst frame of the resultant video image may com 
prise the top and bottom ?elds of the ?rst frame of source 
material. The second frame comprises the top ?eld of the ?rst 
frame of the source material, and the bottom ?eld of the 
second frame of source material, and so on. In this scheme, no 
single frame is repeated tWice. Rather, composite frames are 
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2 
made from tWo adjacent ?elds. For example the second frame 
is made up of the top ?eld l and bottom ?eld 2. This scheme 
is Well knoWn in the art and a solution, Which Worked Well for 
older and smaller TV sets. In this manner, the image is better 
averaged over time, resulting in a reduction of j erkiness or the 
like. When used With a CRT display, the time averaging 
effects of a phosphor screen Works to the advantage of such a 
scheme. HoWever, With more modern non-interlaced displays 
as Well as ?at panel screens, such a technique may not be as 
optimal. 
One problem With the above described TELECINE method 

is that many DVDs on the market today have TELECINE 
encoded data (e.g., data converted from 24 FPS cinema to 
NTSC video or the like) rather than the original 24 FPS 
cinema source material. These TELECINE encoded discs are 
generally created by recording a DVD from an NTSC analog 
signal generated from an original 24 FPS motion picture 
(cinema) source. 

For example, a 30 FPS TELECINE encoded DVD may be 
created by recording a DVD from an original 24 FPS DVD as 
folloWs: 

DVD NTSC DVD 
24 FPS —> TV —> 30 FPS 

PLAY SIGNAL RECORD 

Thus, a movie recorded to a recordable DVD off the air 
might be in such a format, as it Was previously converted from 
24 FPS motionpicture video to NTSC televisionusing TELE 
CINE and then recorded on a DVD as 30 FPS NTSC video. 
Commercially produced DVDs and the like may also be 
recorded using such a technique. This situation may lend 
itself to other areas of video data storage, such as hard drive 
data storage and the like. 

HoWever, a problem is created When using modern televi 
sion displays, such as progressive scan monitors. Since the 
interlaced lines may be displayed progressively, a moving 
object may appear funny. Speci?cally, since adjacent lines 
may be from different time periods (1/60th of a second apart), a 
“comb” effect may occur if the object is moving from one 
frame to another. 

ORIGINAL 
IMAGE 

REPRODUC ED 
IMAGE 

One Way to avoid this problem is to use only one ?eld of 
each frame and expand the ?eld using knoWn ?ltering tech 
niques to create a full frame. This solution does tend to reduce 
vertical resolution, Which is unacceptable in the high-resolu 
tion television market. This technique may also introduce 
other artifacts. For stationary objects (e.g., landscape scene) 
Where there is no movement, ?ltering techniques may create 
“jitter” betWeen adjacent lines, particularly Where straight 
horiZontal edges occur. A number of solutions for reducing 
jitter in computer and television displays exist, but even using 
such techniques, jitter can still be a problem, particularly for 
straight edges and thin lines that may not average Well With 
adjacent pixels. 
One Prior Art solution to this jitter problem is to try to 

recreate the original 24 FPS image from the 30 FPS TELE 
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CINE image using temporal ?ltering techniques. Referring 
back to the diagram above, We see that the ?elds are presented 
in a known pattern in a TELECINE conversion: 

FRAME: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 etc. 

TOP FIELD: T1 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 etc. 
BOTTOM FIELD: B1 B2 B3 B3 B4 B5 etc. 

The difference betWeen adjacent ?elds may be used to 
indicate Whether an image is TELECINE encoded or not. For 
example, in the ?rst tWo frames 1 and 2, both upper ?elds are 
T1. In actuality, they are not completely identical, as the 
image has been converted from digital to analog and back to 
digital again. Thus, the tWo Tl ?elds may be slightly differ 
ent. For the sake of illustration, they Will be referred to as TlA 
and TlB. 

HoWever, ?elds T1 and T2 Will be much more different if 
there is any motion in the scene Whatsoever. If the difference 
(e. g., luminance difference) is sampled betWeen adjacent 
?elds and if a certain pattern or “cadence” is detected, then a 
determination can be made as to Whether the signal is TELE 
CINE encoded. Once this information is knoWn, the proper 
?elds can be extracted and the original 24 FPS cinema image 
can be recreated and displayed on a progressive scan monitor 
(repeating one frame out of four) Without the motion artifacts 
or the jitter artifacts. 

FIG. 1 is a graph illustrating luminance differences in the 
samples compared With a threshold value for detecting 
TELECINE encoding. In the graph of FIG. 1, the Y-axis 
represents a relative luminance difference value betWeen tWo 
?elds. The S values on the X-axis represent different frame 
points. The difference values for the example illustrated 
above may be calculated as follows: 

As illustrated in FIG. 1, these differences create an “error 
pro?le” Which is easily identi?able. A threshold value may be 
calculated to determine Whether adjacent ?elds are consid 
ered identical or not. If this pattern or cadence is detected, 
then the ?elds can then be stored in a ?eld store and then 
reconstituted into 24 FPS cinema as folloWs: 

FRAME: 

l 2 3 4 5 

TOP FIELD: T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 
BOTTOM FIELD: B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 

The 24 FPS data stream can be reconstructed by storing the 
individual ?elds and then reconstructing them back to their 
original (pre-TELECINE) order. This 24 FPS data can thenbe 
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4 
displayed on a progressive scan monitor Without the intro 
duction of artifacts or the like. 

Techniques of detecting TELECINE encoding in an NTSC 
or other video signal are knoWn in the art. While others have 
reconstituted 24 FPS cinema from 30 FPS NTSC TELECINE 
video, there have been some problems. For example, a long 
scene Where the camera does not move and there is no move 

ment (e.g., landscape or black screen or still image) Will not 
shoW the cadence illustrated above. Moreover, When a scene 
change or commercial break occurs, the cadence may be 
interrupted, making conversion from source video back to 24 
FPS more dif?cult and/or throWing off the conversion pro 
cess. A better ?ltering technique is thus needed to detect this 
cadence for still images and also for scene changes. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides a moving average ?lter 
With Weighting factor to calculate continuously program 
mable threshold to determine Whether ?elds could be consid 
ered identical or not. This determination is used to detect the 
cadence of a TELECINE encoded video signal. This moving 
average ?lter is also used for detecting the presence of still 
images in the video data stream. 

For tWo frames of data input to the system, each having tWo 
?elds, a difference is calculated betWeen the luminance val 
ues of the tWo top ?elds for each frame. To reduce the calcu 
lation overhead, a number of lines may be skipped When 
calculating luminance difference. From this difference value, 
a maximum absolute difference history is stored, along With 
the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD). The programmable 
threshold is then calculated by taking a moving average of the 
saturated SAD history over time and applying a Weighting 
factor. If the present SAD is less than the program threshold, 
a loW point is detected (e.g., small difference betWeen tWo 
?elds) and if it folloWs TELECINE pattern then the cadence 
of TELECINE is indicated. 

If the TELECINE cadence is not detected, then further 
calculation is made to determine Whether a still image is 
present. For a still image, all difference values may be loW, 
and thus the cadence of TELECINE may be dif?cult to detect. 
If the SAD is too large, then it is assumed that there is a scene 
change in the video. Filter histories are reset such that previ 
ous scene statistics does not affect cadence detection in a neW 

scene. 

The still image detection algorithm is tWo fold decision. 
First it compares that the SAD With a predetermined thresh 
old called the saturated_still_SAD. In a second step it com 
pensates the predetermined threshold by a factor of the mov 
ing average of the SAD history. If maximum of maximum 
absolute difference history is smaller than compensated 
threshold, then a still picture is detected. 

From these determinations, a decoder can then reconstruct 
24 FPS source video from a 30 FPS TELECINE encoded 

video, and the 24 FPS video can then be displayed on a 
modern monitor (e.g., non-interlaced display) Without the 
artifacts introduced by TELECINE encoding. Even if a still 
image is present, the decoder can reconstruct the data in 24 
FPS format, even though the cadence of the TELECINE 
encoding is not present. The detection of scene changes and 
the like ensure that a false TELECINE cadence is not detected 
by resetting the cadence detection upon the realiZation of a 
scene change. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a graph illustrating the differences in the samples 
compared With a threshold vale for detecting TELECINE 
encoding. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the operation of the 
method and apparatus of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the operation of the 
method and apparatus of the present invention. Referring to 
FIG. 2, the present invention provides a moving average ?lter 
240 With a Weighting factor to calculate the continuously 
programmable threshold to determine Whether ?elds could be 
considered identical or not, in order to better detect the 
cadence of a TELECINE encoded video signal. This moving 
average ?lter is also used in detecting the presence of still 
images in the video data stream by detecting total difference 
inY (luminance) of the ?eld or a sample portion thereof, and 
then calculates the average difference in luminance (Y) of the 
frame. This average luminance value indicates the degree of 
difference betWeen ?elds. 

As illustrated in FIG. 2, tWo frames of video data 210 and 
220 may be input to the system, each having tWo ?elds, T1 
and B1 and T2 and B2, respectively. A difference is calculated 
betWeen the luminance values of the tWo ?elds for each frame 
in hardWare difference calculator 230 Which may be imple 
mented in hardWare or softWare, ?rmware, or the like. 

From the difference values calculated in difference calcu 
lator 230, a maximum absolute difference history may be 
stored in register 260. In saturate SAD block 240, the absolute 
differences are summed to produce a Sum of Absolute Dif 
ferences (SAD), Which may be stored in register 250. Saturate 
SAD block 240 calculates the saturate SAD as folloWs: 

Wld[l'1* height* 10 
SaturateiSAD : MIN SAD, i 

2 * skip- lines 

Where the term SAD is the sum of absolute differences 
betWeen pixels of adjacent ?elds or Zl-di and the term 

Wi dth * height 

2 * skip- lines 

represents the number of pixels compared betWeen tWo adja 
cent ?elds. 

From the data in registers 250 and 260, the programmable 
threshold may then be calculated using softWare, ?rmWare, 
hardWare or the like (not shoWn) as part of an image process 
ing system. If the present SAD (for a given pair of frames) is 
less than the program threshold, a loW point is detected (e.g., 
a small difference exists betWeen the tWo ?elds, Which can 
indicate either a portion of the TELECINE cadence is 
detected, or the tWo ?elds are part of a still image). If the 
subsequent pattern of comparisons folloWs the TELECINE 
order the cadence (e.g., in FIG. 1), then TELECINE is indi 
cated. The program threshold may be calculated as folloWs: 
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pro gramithre : (m ]; SaturatediS ADfHlSIOI‘YU] 

When the present SAD (for a given pair of frames) is higher 
than the programmable threshold, then cadence is considered 
to be broken. In this case, a further calculation is made to 
determine Whether a still image is present. For a still image, 
all difference values may be loW, and thus the cadence of 
TELECINE may be dif?cult to detect. 
The still image detection algorithm ?rst calculates a maxi 

mum of the maximum absolute difference history, or MAX 
MAX: 

MAXMAX:MAX(MaxiAbsoluteiDi?iHistory?]) 

Next, the saturated_still_SAD is calculated as a function of 
the Width and height of each ?eld divided by a predetermined 
constant times the number of skipped lines in the frame: 

width* height 
t t d t‘ll SAD: i 

Sa ura e is 1 T 4 * skiplines 

Where the term 

Width * height 

4 * skiplines 

is essentially 210.5 for III to N, Where N is the number of 
pixels compared. 

Compensated SAD is then calculated taking a moving 
average of the SAD history and then subtracting this value 
from the saturated_still_SAD and dividing by a predeter 
mined constant (Weighting factor) times the 
saturated_still_SAD: 

CompensateiSAD : 

1 Nil 

saturatedistilliSAD — 
Z * N 

8 * saturatedistilliSAD 

Z SaturatediSADiHistorym] 
255 ‘:0 

The idea is to alloW MAXMAX more headroom if the 
average of Saturated_SAD_History is loW and less headroom 
if it is large. 

To determine Whether a still picture (no movement, blank 
screen, freeZe frame, or the like) has occurred, the folloWing 
determination is made, based upon the values calculated 
using the formulas above: 

If 
1 Nil 

2 N Z SaturatediSADiHistor?i] < SaturateiSAD & & 
* 

[:0 

MAXIVIAX < (80 + CompensateiSAD) 

then still detected 
else still not detected, 
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Where the term 

SaturatediSADiHistoryU] < SaturateiSAD 

indicates that on average, the difference betWeen tWo adjacent 
?elds is small. The term MAXMAX<(80+Compensate 
_SAD)) indicates that the maximum of the maximum differ 
ential is smaller than the compensated threshold. 
From this still detection algorithm, a decoder can be 

adjusted to perform a 30 FPS TELECINE to 24 FPS conver 
sion. Since the upper ?elds for each frame Will be consistent 
With one another, and the loWer ?elds of each frame Will be 
consistent, the 24 FPS conversion can be performed for a still 
image by using the same techniques When the cadence is 
detected. Once the still image ends (e.g., action takes place), 
the TELECINE encoding cadence can then be detected as 
described above, and the conversion process continue as in 
the prior art. By detecting the presence of still images, the 
system prevents the 30 FPS TELECINE to 24 FPS conversion 
from being prematurely terminated and reduces the introduc 
tion of artifacts into such a conversion. 

While the preferred embodiment and various alternative 
embodiments of the invention have been disclosed and 
described in detail herein, it may be apparent to those skilled 
in the art that various changes in form and detail may be made 
therein Without departing from the spirit and scope thereof. 

I claim: 
1. A method of convening an encoded video data at a frame 

rate expanded by including repeated video ?elds to a source 
video data at an original frame rate, comprising: 

applying a moving average ?lter With a Weighting factor to 
calculate a continuously programmable threshold to 
determine Whether ?elds of successive ?elds from suc 
cessive frames of encoded video data could be consid 
ered identical or not, and 

measuring the total difference in luminance values of the 
successive ?elds relative to the continuously program 
mable threshold in order to detect a characteristic 
cadence of the encoded video signal, 

Wherein the moving average ?lter detects the presence of 
still images in the encoded video data by detecting total 
difference in luminance of the successive ?elds and then 
calculating the average difference in luminance of the 
successive ?elds, Where the average difference in lumi 
nance value indicates a degree of difference betWeen the 
successive ?elds, 

Wherein the encoded video data comprises TELECINE 
encoded video data, 

Wherein for the successive frames, a difference value is 
calculated betWeen the luminance values of the ?elds for 
each successive frame, and from the difference value a 
maximum absolute difference history is stored, along 
With a Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD), and 

Wherein the programmable threshold is then calculated by 
applying a moving average ?lter With a Weighting factor 
to a saturated SAD history over time. 

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein if a present SAD is less 
than the program threshold, a loW point representing a small 
difference betWeen the tWo successive ?elds, is detected as a 
portion of the characteristic cadence of TELECINE encoded 
video. 

3. The method of claim 2, Wherein if successive compari 
sons of the SAD to the programmable threshold for succes 
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8 
sive frames of video data indicate the characteristic cadence 
of TELECINE encoded video, then TELECINE encoded 
video is determined to be detected. 

4. The method of claim 3, Wherein if the characteristic 
cadence of TELECINE is not detected, a further calculation is 
made to determine Whether a still image is present by ?rst 
calculating a maximum of the maximum absolute difference 
history (MAXMAX), calculating a saturated_still_SAD as a 
function of Width and height of the frame divided by a pro 
portional number of skipped lines. 

5. The method of claim 4, Wherein calculating to determine 
Whether a still image is present further includes calculating a 
compensated SAD, based upon the moving average of the 
SAD history and the saturated_still_SAD Wherein if the mov 
ing average of the saturated SAD history is less than the 
saturated_still_SAD and the MAXMAX value is less than the 
compensated SAD plus a predetermined Weighting value 
then a still picture is detected in the data stream. 

6. The method of claim 5, Wherein if the characteristic 
cadence of TELECINE is detected, the TELECINE video 
data is decoded into source video by combining ?elds from 
adjacent frames in a predetermined pattern. 

7. The method of claim 6, Wherein the total difference 
betWeen luminance values of successive ?elds from succes 
sive frames of TELECINE encoded video data is calculated. 

8. The method of claim 7, Wherein from the difference in 
luminance values, a maximum absolute difference history is 
stored in a ?rst register. 

9. The method of claim 8, Wherein absolute differences are 
summed to produce Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD), 
Which is stored in a second register. 

10. The method of claim 9, Wherein the Saturate SAD is 
calculated by: 

Width * height* 10 
SaturateiSAD : MIN SAD, i 

2 * skip- lines 

Wherein the term SAD is the sum of absolute differences 
betWeen adjacent ?elds or Zl-di and the term 

Width * height 

2 * skip- lines 

represents the number of pixels compared betWeen tWo adja 
cent ?elds). 

11. The method of claim 10, Wherein from the ?rst and 
second registers, the programmable threshold is calculated 
by: 

N i l 

2 s aturatedi 5 ADD History[ i]. thr : — prograrni e [lO*N]l:0 

12. The method of claim 11, Wherein if a SAD for a given 
pair of frames is higher than the programmable threshold, 
then a scene change is determined possible, if the character 
istic cadence of TELECINE is not detected, Wherein a further 
calculation is made to determine Whether a still image is 
present. 
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13. The method of claim 12, wherein calculation of 
Whether a still image is present comprises calculating a maxi 
mum of the maximum absolute difference history, or MAX 
MAX by: 

MAXMAXIMAX (MaxiAbsoluteiDi?iHistory[i]). 

14. The method of claim 13, Wherein calculation of 
Whether a still image is present further comprises calculating 
saturated_still_SAD a function of Width and height of each 
?eld divided by a predetermined constant times the number of 
skipped lines in the ?eld as: 

Width>l=height 
SBIUI‘BICdiSUILdCICCIiSAD : 

15. The method of claim 14 Wherein calculation of Whether 
a still image is present further comprises calculating compen 
sated SAD by calculating a moving average of the SAD 
history and then subtracting this value from the 
saturated_still_SAD and dividing by a predetermined con 
stant (Weighting factor) times the saturated_still_SAD as: 

CompensateiSAD : 

Nil 

saturatedistilliSAD — Z SaturatediSADiHistorym] 
[:0 

255 8 * saturatedmstilLSAD 

16. The method of claim 15, Wherein a determination of 
Whether a still picture has occurred is made by: 

1 N41 

If 2 SaturatediSADiHistoryU] < saturateistilLSAD & & 
2 * N iIO 

MAXMAX < (80 + CompensateiSAD) 

then still detected 
else still not detected, 
Where the term 

i 1 

SaturatediSADiHistoryU] < SaturateiSAD A 
a M2 

1 

indicates that on average, the difference betWeen tWo 
adjacent ?elds is small, and the term 
MAXMAX<(80+Compensate_SAD)) is the maximum of the 
maximum differential is smaller than the compensated 
threshold. 

17. An apparatus of converting a ?rst encoded video data at 
a frame rate expanded by including repeated video ?elds to a 
source video data at an original frame rate, comprising: 

a difference calculating module to calculate a total differ 
ence betWeen luminance values of successive ?elds 
from successive frames of the encoded video data, and 

a comparator for comparing the total difference in lumi 
nance values of the successive ?elds relative to a con 
tinuously programmable threshold in order to detect a 
characteristic cadence of the encoded video signal, 
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Wherein the moving average ?lter comprises: 
a still detection algorithm for detecting the presence of still 

images in the encoded video data by detecting total 
difference in luminance of the successive ?elds; and 

a luminance difference detector, for calculating the average 
difference in luminance of the successive ?elds, Where 
the average difference in luminance value indicates a 
degree of difference betWeen the successive ?elds, 

Wherein the encoded video data comprises TELECINE 
encoded video data, 

Wherein for the successive frames, the comparator calcu 
lates a difference value betWeen the luminance values of 
the ?elds for each successive frame, and from the differ 
ence value a maximum absolute difference history is 
stored, along With a Sum of Absolute Differences 
(SAD), and 

Wherein the comparator calculates the programmable 
threshold by calculating a moving average to the satu 
rated SAD history overtime. 

18. The apparatus of claim 17, Wherein if a present SAD is 
less than the program threshold, a loW point representing a 
small difference betWeen the tWo successive ?elds, is 
detected as a portion of the characteristic cadence of TELE 
CINE encoded video. 

19. The apparatus of claim 18, Wherein the comparator 
performs successive comparisons of the SAD to the program 
mable threshold for successive frames of video data, and if the 
comparator indicates the characteristic cadence of TELE 
CINE encoded video, then TELECINE encoded video is 
detected. 

20. The apparatus of claim 19, Wherein if the comparator 
does not detect the characteristic cadence of TELECINE, the 
comparator calculates Whether a still image is present by ?rst 
calculating a maximum of the maximum absolute difference 
history (MAXMAX), calculating a saturated_still_SAD as a 
function of Width and height of the frame divided by a pro 
portional number of skipped lines. 

21. The apparatus of claim 20, Wherein the comparator 
calculates a compensated SAD, based upon the moving aver 
age of the SAD history and the saturated_still_SAD, Wherein 
if the moving average of the saturated SAD history is less than 
the saturated_still_SAD and the MAXMAX value is less than 
the compensated SAD plus a predetermined Weighting value 
then a still picture is detected in the data stream. 

22. The apparatus of claim 21, Wherein if the comparator 
detects the characteristic cadence of TELECINE, the TELE 
CINE video data is decoded into source video by combining 
?elds from adjacent frames in a predetermined pattern. 

23. The apparatus of claim 22, Wherein the comparator 
further comprises means for calculating a difference in lumi 
nance values betWeen tWo successive ?elds of video data 
from tWo successive frames of video data. 

24. The apparatus of claim 23, further comprising a ?rst 
register, coupled to the comparator, for storing, from the 
difference in luminance values, a maximum absolute differ 
ence history. 

25. The apparatus of claim 24, further comprising a second 
register, coupled to the comparator, Wherein the comparator 
sums absolute differences to produce Sum of Absolute Dif 
ferences (SAD) Which is stored in a second register. 

26. The apparatus of claim 25, Wherein the comparator 
calculates Saturate SAD by: 
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Weight* heigh>l< l0 
SaturateiSAD : MI SAD, i 

2 * skip- lines 

wherein the term SAD is the sum of absolute differences 
betWeen adjacent ?elds or Zidi and the term 

Wld[l'1* heigh 

2 * skip- lines 

represents the number of pixels compared betWeen tWo adja 
cent ?elds. 

27. The apparatus of claim 26, Wherein from the ?rst and 
second registers, the comparator calculates the program 
mable threshold by: 

6 Nil ‘ I 

programithre : SaturatedmSADiHistoryh]. 

28. The apparatus of claim 27, Wherein if a SAD for a given 
pair of frames is higher than the programmable threshold, 
then the comparator determines a scene change possible, if 
the characteristic cadence of TELECINE is not detected, 
Wherein the comparator makes a further calculation to deter 
mine Whether a still image is present. 

29. The apparatus of claim 28, Wherein the comparator 
determines Whether a still image is present by calculating a 
maximum of the maximum absolute difference history, or 
MAXMAX by: 

MAXMAX MAX:(MaxiAbsoluteiDiffiHistory[i]). 

30. The apparatus of claim 29, Wherein the comparator 
determines Whether a still image is present by calculating 
saturated_still_SAD a function of Width and height of each 
?eld divided by a predetermined constant times the number of 
skipped lines in the ?eld as: 

Width * height 
SaturateiSAD : m. 
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31. The apparatus of claim 30, Wherein the comparator 

determines Whether a still image is present by calculating 
compensated SAD by calculating a moving average of the 
SAD history for N pixels in a ?eld and then subtracting this 

value from the saturated_still_SAD and dividing by a prede 
the termined constant times 

saturated_still_SAD as: 

(Weighting factor) 

CompensateiSAD : 

saturatedistilliSAD — 

Nil 

2 * N ; SaturatediSADiHistorym] 

255 8 * saturatedistilLSAD 

32. The apparatus of claim 31, Wherein the comparator 
determines Whether a still picture has occurred by: 

SaturatediSADiHistoryU] < SaturateiSAD & & 

MAXMAX < (80 + CompensateiSAD) 

then still detected 

else still not detected 

Where the term 

Nil 

2 SaturatediSADiHistoryU] < SaturateiSAD 
[:0 

indicates that on average, the difference betWeen tWo adjacent 

?elds the term MAXMAX<(80+ 
Compensate_SAD)) is the maximum of the maximum differ 

is small, and 

ential is smaller than the compensated threshold. 


